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QUESTION: 132 

Which entities are extracted when the Named Entity Annotator is used?
 

A. U.S. cities, countries, dates 
B. locations, organizations, persons 
C. universities, countries, IBM products 
D. proper names, automobile makes, locations 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 133 

Which statement is NOT true about exporting documents from a search collection? 


A. Export crawled documents 
B. Export analyzed documents 
C. Export documents via deep inspection options 
D. Export documents that match a user's search conditions 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 134 

Which CANNOT be done in search server administration?
 

A. limit searching the collection to a range (scope) of documents 
B. predetermine URIs to be returned for certain keywords and phrase 
C. configure the amount of space to allocate for cached search results 
D. eliminate some specific search results from being displayed for specified users 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 135 

The 'esadmin' command is recommended to be executed at which server? 


A. Search server 
B. Crawler server 
C. Master (or index) server 
D. Document processing server 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 136 

Which of the following statements is NOT true? 


A. Facet values are displayed in the facet tab of the search application. 
B. To explicitly create facets for the search application, you first create search fields and 
then map the search fields to the facet. 
C. For a flat facet or hierarchical facet to be displayed in the search application, a facet 
value must occur in at least one document that matches the search conditions. 
D. If you want to use faceted navigation in the search application or run queries for 
faceted search in your custom application for a secure collection, you must disable post-
filtering of documents that are returned in the search results. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 137 

Which of the following statements is NOT true? 


A. During link analysis, linked documents are automatically retrieved and indexed with 
the anchor text in the link. 
B. When you create a collection and select the option to rank documents by the number of 
links to documents, link analysis is automatically enabled. 
C. Link analysis must be manually enabled in the administrative console, even if the 
option to rank documents by the number of links to documents is selected. 
D. To ensure that the maximum amount of system resources is dedicated to building the 
index, the link analysis process runs only when the index build process is paused  

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 138 

The 'esadmin export' command can perform which operation?
 

A. Exports all system logs 
B. Exports the query statistics 
C. Exports the crawled documents 
D. Exports a collection configuration 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 139 

What export format would require a custom export plug-in?
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A. xml file 
B. csv file 
C. rdms database 
D. case management system 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 140 

Which is NOT a type of crawler plug-in?
 

A. Parsing plug-in 
B. Prefetch plug-in 
C. Postparse plug-in 
D. Web crawler plug-in  

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 141 

What is a benefit of enabling the document cache option for a collection?
 

A. It enables all content for indexing. 
B. It stores indexing information only. 
C. It enables the system to recognize changes in crawler security. 
D. It makes recrawling of documents unnecessary after enabling a new annotator. 

Answer: D 
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